CROISIEUROPE INAUGURATES THREE NEW SHIPS

the MS Van Gogh in Lyon,
the MS Elbe Princesse II in Berlin,
and the MS Renoir in Paris

In line with its vision of development, CroisiEurope, the leader in European river cruises, will inaugurate three new ships this spring, bringing its fleet to a total of 55 vessels. These new additions reflect the unquestionable vitality in this business sector.

The MS Van Gogh and MS Renoir have been completely redesigned and redecorated to provide ample and comfortable spaces to passengers—meeting the requirements of a Premium Class ship. **In Lyon, the MS Van Gogh will cruise on the Rhône and Saône Rivers, and the MS Renoir will cruise on the Seine between Paris and Honfleur.**

Our youngest ship, the **MS Elbe Princesse II**, is the sister ship to the MS Elbe Princesse and incorporates the same innovative paddlewheel technology that gives the vessels a low draft. **This ship will cruise on the Elbe and Vltava Rivers between Berlin and Prague.**

CroisiEurope has also expanded into Great Britain this year by creating CroisiEurope UK Limited to favor development on the British market.

For 2019, CroisiEurope will build another new ship, the MS Amalia Rodrigues, destined for the Douro—the company’s sixth ship on this river.

CroisiEurope’s popularity is growing, and the company is working hard to innovate, initiate, and rejuvenate year after year to meet their passengers’ expectations.